ABSTRACT With the aggravation of global environmental problems, energy saving, and emission reduction are urgent for the manufacturing industry. However, due to the difficulty in coordinating the manufacturing behaviors and profit targets of different subsidiaries, the large complex product manufacturing group is difficult to transform from traditional profit-oriented to green-oriented. To this end, this paper proposes two production planning optimization strategies for the manufacturing group. One is the profit-optimized strategy that optimizes the cost and makespan of the group manufacturing process. The other is the energyoptimized strategy that adds the energy consumption objective to the group's original objectives. Meanwhile, the potential benefit conflict of different strategies is considered in this paper. The non-cooperative game is introduced to analyze the benefit allocation under the two strategies and formulate a reward mechanism to encourage the subsidiaries to participate in the energy-optimized strategy. Then, a novel hybrid MONSGA-II&MSNE approach is presented to address the integrated problem. To effectively optimize the two strategies, the MONSGA-II is improved by the multi-oriented optimization heuristic strategy in two aspects: 1) enhancing the local search ability of NSGA-II and 2) solving the matching conflict problem in the crossover operation. The mixed strategy Nash equilibrium (MSNE) is applied to calculate the costoptimal reward mechanism under different game combinations. Finally, the performance of the proposed approach is demonstrated in the case study.
I. INTRODUCTION
As global environmental problems become more serious, energy saving and emission reduction is one of the most important challenges facing by the manufacturing industry. In China, the energy efficiency of manufacturing industry is relatively low, e.g. the proportion of industrial GDP, 34.3%, is obtained by consuming 68% of national energy in 2015 [1] . In this context, the energy saving and emission reduction for the large complex product manufacturing group is not only an indispensable action but also essential to make economic and social benefits synergetic development [2] . Due to the difficulty in coordinating the manufacturing behavior of different
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subsidiaries, group production plan is an important basis for the group headquarters to conduct production management of subsidiaries. Therefore, the energy optimization for the group production plan is an effective method to improve the energy-saving production management and promote the green development of the group manufacturing (GMfg).
As the status quo of the GMfg is profit-oriented, the group headquarters usually consider the profit targets of the subsidiaries to formulate the group production plan. However, when the manufacturing group transforms from profit-oriented to green-oriented, the subsidiaries may be subject to benefit conflict due to their different manufacturing capabilities (e.g. processing efficiency, consumables rate and energy efficiency) and manufacturing resources (e.g. material, labor and equipment). To this end, this paper proposes two production planning optimization strategies for the profit-oriented and green-oriented respectively. The profit-optimized strategy considers the cost and makespan according to the original objectives of the manufacturing group. The energy-optimized strategy adds the energy consumption objective to the group's original objectives. Then, the non-cooperative game is introduced to analyze the benefit allocation of the subsidiaries under the two strategies, which makes the manufacturing group guarantees the subsidiaries' benefits in the green transition.
This paper considers two behaviors of the subsidiaries in the transition from benefit-oriented to green-oriented: positive and negative. The positive behavior denotes that the subsidiary accepts the energy-optimized production plan (EoPP). The negative behavior represents that the subsidiary chooses the profit-optimized production plan (PoPP). Then, the behavior combinations of the subsidiaries can be considered as a game. If all the subsidiaries accept the EoPP, the GMfg can achieve the best energy efficiency. If the subsidiaries reject the EoPP due to benefit conflict, it will affect the overall energy-saving production layout and further hinder the green development of the GMfg. Therefore, an appropriate reward mechanism is required for the group headquarters to encourage all the subsidiaries to participate in energy-optimized production.
To formulize the above integrated optimization problem, this paper proposes an integrated MoMIP&GT model: (1) a multi-objective mixed integer programming (MMIP) model to optimize the group production plan with energy orientation and profit orientation respectively; (2) a non-cooperative game model to analyze the benefit allocation of the subsidiaries and the formulation of the reward mechanism. Then, a novel hybrid MONSGA-II &MSNE approach is presented to solve the MoMIP&GT model. The MONSGA-II is an improved NSGA-II with a multi-oriented optimization heuristic strategy to solve the MMIP model. Compared with the existing evolutionary algorithms [3] - [5] , MONSGA-II deals with the crossover matching conflict of multi-segment chromosomes in distributed scheduling problem more effectively. Moreover, the multi-oriented optimization heuristic strategy can guide the search direction of NSGA-II based on different optimization orientations, which is more flexible in multi-oriented optimization than the evolutionary algorithm with single strategy [6] - [8] . The mixed strategy Nash equilibrium (MSNE) is applied to effectively solve the non-cooperative game model to obtain the cost-optimal reward mechanism corresponding to EoPP.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A review of previous literatures related to production planning optimization and conflict resolution is described in the next section. The MoMIP&GT model is developed in Section 3. Section 4 details the hybrid MONSGA-II &MSNE approach. Case study based on a cement equipment group manufacturing enterprise is conducted in Section 5. Section 6 presents the conclusions and future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The benefit conflict problem of production planning energy optimization in the GMfg mainly involves in two research fields: distributed manufacturing optimization and conflict resolution in industrial engineering.
A. DISTRIBUTED MANUFACTURING OPTIMIZATION
The latest researches on distributed manufacturing optimization concentrated in two aspects: the optimization of manufacturing resource configuration and the construction of manufacturing system framework.
For the optimization of manufacturing resource configuration, some studies solved the multi-objective combinatorial optimization problem under distributed manufacturing by establishing resource configuration multi-objective optimization model and the appropriate heuristic algorithm. Reference [9] proposed a discrete cuckoo optimization algorithm based on group technology to reduce manufacturing costs and increase system productivity in distributed manufacturing environment. Reference [10] proposed a hybrid genetic algorithm for solving the distributed and flexible job-shop scheduling problem. Reference [11] presented an improved variant of the teaching-learning based optimization algorithm to concurrently evaluate, select and sequence the candidate distributed manufacturing resources. Reference [12] constructed a novel dynamic resource integration optimization model and a corresponding algorithm for global distributed manufacturing. Reference [13] proposed an enhanced mark flow graph algorithm for distributed resource allocation. Some scholars designed scheduling and configuration networks of manufacturing resource to solve the supply-demand matching problem of distributed manufacturing resources. Reference [14] presented a multi-agent network system with considering a shared scheduling environment for distributed manufacturing resources. Reference [15] proposed a supply-demand matching hyper network of manufacturing services to integrate distributed manufacturing resources and capabilities in the form of manufacturing services efficiently and cost-effectively.
For the construction of manufacturing system framework, the scholars solved the real-time control, real-time information interaction in the distributed manufacturing environment and the production monitoring and rescheduling of distributed manufacturing process. Reference [16] presented a feature-based control and information framework for adaptive and distributed manufacturing in cyber physical systems. Reference [17] proposed a real-time operation planning system in the distributed manufacturing network to intelligently control plan the manufacturing networks. Reference [18] developed a self-reactive cloud-based multi-agent architecture for distributed manufacturing system to establish realtime information exchange between the autonomous agents, clients, suppliers and manufacturing unit. Reference [19] proposed a novel concept of virtual engineering process that is experience-based knowledge representation of engineering processes to provide a user-friendly and effective way of VOLUME 7, 2019 representing engineering processes for distributed manufacturing systems. Reference [20] presented radio frequency identification based intelligent decision support system architecture to handle production monitoring and scheduling in a distributed manufacturing environment.
The above researches on the optimization of manufacturing resource configuration are aim to economize the manufacturing cost and increase the manufacturing efficiency of the distributed resource allocation. However, these researches ignore the energy consumption control of distributed manufacturing. Meanwhile, the researches on the construction of manufacturing system framework mainly study the manufacturing information interaction and manufacturing network monitoring, without considering the impact of the manufacturing members' behavior on the entire distributed manufacturing environment. Consequently, the above literatures have difficulties and limitations on solving the benefit conflict problem of production planning energy optimization.
B. CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
The state of the art researches on the conflict resolution in industrial engineering problem focused on building conflict resolution models and proposing heuristic algorithms with conflict resolution strategy, as well as developing systemic networks or frameworks of the conflict resolution.
For the conflict resolution models, the researches solved the time conflicts, distance conflicts in the transportation industry and greenhouse gas emission disputes by establishing game model, hierarchical data model and mixed integer programming model. Reference [21] proposed a new variant of the minimum-weight maximum-clique model to tackle the conflict resolution problem which involves identifying maneuvers that maintain the required separation distance between all pairs of a set of aircraft while minimizing fuel costs. Reference [22] developed a model using a particle-based, Lagrange representation on the problem of cooperation versus non-cooperation, and centralization versus distribution impact the performance of a traffic game of autonomous vehicles. Reference [23] established preference structures for decision makers in a hierarchical graph model to resolve the greenhouse gas emission disputes between USA and China. Reference [24] tackled the conflict resolution problem in air traffic management by using a mixed integer linear approximation to a mixed integer nonlinear optimization model.
For the heuristic algorithms with conflict resolution strategy, the existing research methods are mainly divided into two steps: first construct multi-objective optimization model for the conflict problem, and then employ the improved heuristic algorithm to solve the model to obtain the conflict resolution that satisfies the problem constraints. Reference [25] proposed a decentralized methodology based on Bi-PSO algorithm to optimize the construction site layout planning and the construction material logistics planning in an integrated model. Reference [26] developed an improved artificial bee colony algorithm to solve a hybrid flow shop conflict problem in steelmaking-refining continuous casting process, where machine breakdown is considered as the disruption, and controllable processing times in the last stage is considered. Reference [27] proposed a memetic algorithm for finding a schedule that minimizes the energy consumption in dynamic job-shop conflict problem after disruption. Reference [28] integrated a multi-level point merge system, an economical descent approaches procedure, and a tailored heuristic algorithm to find a good, systematic, operationally acceptable solution of conflict problem in hub airports. Reference [29] proposed a fast and effective parallel algorithm that is based on an iterated greedy scheduling of trains on a time-space network to serve a real-time resolution of conflicts arising in real-world train management applications.
For the systemic networks or frameworks of the conflict resolution, scholars solved the environmental conflicts and aviation conflicts by constructing conflict analysis frameworks and conflict simulation networks. Reference [30] provided a new analytical framework for the conflicts of interest between measures that aim to enhance different environmental assets. Reference [31] adopted methods of network science to analyze flight conflicts in the Chinese air route network. Reference [32] proposed an optimized dynamic mixed conflict resolution framework based on receding horizon control, which considered the possibility of one aircraft's ground speed variation.
The latest researches on the conflict resolution in industrial engineering have strong application background, which mainly focus on the manufacturing, transportation industries (e.g. transportation of aviation and railway) and environmental protection. These literatures are intended to explore the solutions to the time series conflicts (e.g. transport delay and processing delay), logical conflicts (e.g. vehicle failure and machine disruption) and carbon emission conflicts under certain constraints. However, for the benefit conflict issue involved in this paper, there is still a lack of corresponding research.
C. OVERVIEW
In the above review, section 2.1 and section 2.2 respectively summarize the latest researches on distributed manufacturing optimization and conflict resolution in industrial engineering, as well as the corresponding limitations on solving the benefit conflict problem. Moreover, for the research on conflict resolution of production planning in GMfg, a few scholars [33] , [34] employed cooperative game to analyze the profit allocation problem since resolving the production planning conflict. To the best of our knowledge, there is lack of literature conducts corresponding research on the benefit conflict of production planning energy optimization in GMfg.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL A. THE PRODUCTION PROCESS OF THE GMfg
The operating mode of the GMfg is a typical distributed manufacturing mode [34] . Figure 1 illustrates the general structure of the production planning network of the GMfg. First, the group headquarters divides the orders by components and assigns them to the subsidiaries based on certain rules. Then the group headquarters conducts production plan within the subsidiaries according to the allocation of orders. It should be noted that, components are processed simultaneously or successively with process constrains in the process flow of a subsidiary, and the process flows of different subsidiaries are independent of each other. Finally, since all the subsidiaries complete manufacturing, the components are assembled into finished product and delivered to the customer.
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C. ASSUMPTIONS
1. The product is decomposed into components and manufactured by subsidiaries. 2. Every subsidiary has the ability to manufacture all types of components.
3. Every subsidiary has the ability to process all types of process.
4. Each subsidiary's production plan is independent of each other.
5. Each component is processed by only one subsidiary.
6. Each process can be processed on one machine at the same time.
7. Each machine can process one process at the same time.
D. MULTI-OBJECTIVE MIXED INTEGER PROGRAMMING MODEL
The multi-objective mixed integer programming model is constructed to formulate the two production planning optimization strategies for profit-optimized and energyoptimized.
1) COST
The cost objective is expressed by equation (5), which consists of material cost (shown in equation (1)), labor cost VOLUME 7, 2019 (shown in equation (2)), production cost (shown in equation (3)) and delay claim cost (shown in equation (4)).
The energy consumption objective is expressed by equation (9), which contains three parts: standard processing energy consumption (shown in equation (6)), saving processing energy consumption (shown in equation (7)) and wasted processing energy consumption (shown in equation (8)). The saving processing energy consumption denotes the saving energy due to machine M k m has technical advantages for processing t type process (DF t mk < 1). The wasted processing energy consumption indicates the wasted energy due to machine M k m lacks of technical advantage for processing t type process (DF t mk > 1).
The makespan is serviced as a constraint objective for the guarantee of product delivery, which is expressed by equation (10) .
4) FORMULATION a: THE PROFIT-OPTIMIZED STRATEGY
Considering the profit-oriented status quo and the regular delivery target of the manufacturing group, the profitoptimized strategy optimizes two objectives: cost and makespan. The profit-optimized objective function is formulated by equation (11) .
b: THE ENERGY-OPTIMIZED STRATEGY
To meet the green transformation needs of the manufacturing group, the energy-optimized strategy optimizes the energy consumption objective based on the group's original objectives. The energy-optimized objective function is formulated by equation (12) .
c: CONSTRAINTS
1 Prcoess P l j belongs to type t 0 Otherwise (20) where constraint (13) is the precedence relation of component j. Constraint (14) denotes each component is processed by only one subsidiary. Constraint (15) indicates each process can only be processed on one machine at the same time. Constraint (16) denotes the machine for process P l j must be one of the available machines. Constraints (17)- (20) are the decision variable constraints.
IV. NON-COOPERATIVE GAME MODEL
The non-cooperative game model is developed to analyze the benefit allocation of the subsidiaries under the transition from the profit-optimized strategy to the energy-optimized strategy, and formulate a corresponding reward mechanism for the group headquarters to encourage the subsidiaries accepting the EoPP. In this model, the multi-level benefit detection is used to judge the benefit conflict and the noncooperative game is used to analyze the strategy combination of the subsidiaries.
A. MULTI-LEVEL BENEFIT DETECTION
The multi-level benefit detection has two functions: the first is to detect the benefit conflict of the subsidiaries transforming from the PoPP to the EoPP; the second is to detect the profitability of the group after executing the formulated reward mechanism. The principle of the benefit detection is to detect upwards in the order of order, subsidiary, and group.
1) BENEFIT DETECTION OF ORDER
Order benefit is the foundation of multi-level detection, which is detected by equation (27) . Equation (26) represents the contract amount of component j. Equation (25) denotes the cost of component j manufactured in subsidiary m, which consists of material cost (shown in equation (21)), labor cost (shown in equation (22)), production cost (shown in equation (23)) and delay claim cost (shown in equation (24)).
2) BENEFIT DETECTION OF SUBSIDIARY
The profitability difference of subsidiary m between the implementation of PoPP and EoPP is detected by equation (29) , where R p (m) and R e (m) represent the profit rate (calculated by equation (28)) of subsidiary m with the implementation of PoPP and EoPP respectively. The detection condition of subsidiary's benefit is defined as follows: if ER (m) ≥ 0, the benefit of subsidiary m is not loss with the implementation of energy-optimized production plan; otherwise, the benefit of subsidiary m is loss.
3) BENEFIT DETECTION OF GROUP
The profitability of the group with a certain reward mechanism is detected by equation (34), where EC (G) represents the energy-saving cost, PC (G) denotes the profitability difference between PoPP and EoPP, BC (G) is the bounty paid to the subsidiaries. The detection condition of group's benefit is defined as follows: if ER (G) ≥ 0, the benefit of group is not loss with a certain reward mechanism; otherwise, the benefit of group is loss.
B. NON-COOPERATIVE GAME For a subsidiary, accepting the EoPP may damage its benefit, but rejecting the EoPP and choosing the PoPP will influence the group's overall layout for energy-optimized production and bear certain invisible loss (because of credibility, eco-friendly and evaluation of group) [35] . Moreover, the strategy combinations of the subsidiaries will also bring different profit results and energy consumption results to the subsidiaries themselves. Therefore, the benefit conflict is expressed as a non-cooperative game between subsidiaries. Suppose that every subsidiary has two strategies (positive, negative). The non-cooperative game can be defined as equation (35) and the payoff function for S a is formulated as equation (36) . u a can be calculated by equation (37) , where B (a) is the bounty for S a to participate in EoPP and L denotes the invisible loss of S a without participating in EoPP. 
C. MIXED STRATEGY NASH EQUILIBRIUM
In the GMfg, subsidiaries are incapable of determining the exact characteristics of each other's choice strategy, that is, the subsidiaries cannot ascertain each other whether to accept the EoPP. Due to this uncertainty, the probability of the strategies can express the intent of the subsidiaries more accurately. To this end, this paper studies the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of the game between subsidiaries according to theorem 1. Assuming that the pure strategy set for participant i is
Assuming that σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) is a mixed strategy combination, and σ −i = (σ 1 , . . . , σ i−1 , σ i+1 , . . . , σ n ) is a mixed strategy combination of participants other than participant i, this paper refers to the following definition and theorem.
Definition 1: Assuming that the hybrid strategy of participant i is σ i , when the pure strategy s i ∈ S i appears with a positive probability, it is called the support of σ i , which is formulated by equation (40) .
Theorem 1: All finite games have at least one Nash equilibrium.
Theorem 2: Assuming that the hybrid strategy combination σ * = σ * 1 , . . . , σ * n is a Nash equilibrium, then for σ * i , there is:
where
, and the expected utility function can be calculated by equation (42) .
This paper proposes a novel hybrid MONSGA-II &MSNE approach to address the benefit conflict problem. The MONSGA-II is proposed to solve the MMIP model, and the MSNE (shown in Section 3.7.2) is used to calculate costoptimal reward mechanism. The process of the MONSGA-II&MSNE approach is expressed as follows.
Step 1: Initialize variables described in section 3.3.
Step 2: Suppose all the subsidiaries participate in manufacturing, apply the MONSGA-II to solve the profit-optimized objective function and energy-optimized objective function respectively.
Step 3: Select the solution with lowest cost from the profitoptimized Pareto solution set as the PoPP.
Step 4: Select a solution from the energy-optimized Pareto solution set as an EoPP.
Step 5: Apply multi-level benefit detection model to circularly detect the profitability of each subsidiary. If there occurs profitability loss in a subsidiary, go to step 6; otherwise, go to step 9.
Step 6: Generate strategy combination set of all the subsidiaries and optimize the energy-optimized objective function by the MONSGA-II based on every combination in the strategy combination set.
Step 7: Build payoff game matrix based on the optimization results of step 6.
Step 8: Calculate the optimization objective of non-cooperative game model by equations (41) and (42) to obtain the cost-optimal reward mechanism under the condition of Nash equilibrium.
Step 9: Apply multi-level benefit detection model to detect the profitability of group, and remove the current EoPP from the energy-optimized Pareto solution set.
Step 10: Judge whether the energy-optimized Pareto solution set is null. If yes, output solutions; otherwise, go to step 4.
B. MONSGA-II
In the MMIP model, different optimization objectives are conflicting and the weight of the optimization objectives varies according to different situations. So it is better to propose a set of Pareto-optimal solutions rather than one single option. Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) is one of the most well-known methods to provide Pareto-optimal solutions in multiple-objective optimization problems [36] . It is well known that NSGA-II has good global search ability. However, it is relatively weaker in local search. Therefore, a multi-oriented optimization heuristic strategy is introduced to improve the local search ability of NSGA-II. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of MONSGA-II and the details of MONSGA-II are described in the rest of this section.
1) ENCODING
The solution of the MMIP model is to represent the processing sequence and processing position of components. This paper employs the operation and machine based encoding method which contains three kinds of information: processing sequence, subsidiary and machine.
Suppose a complex product contains 3 components in which component 1 has 3 processes; component 2 has 2 processes; component 3 has 3 processes. GMfg environment contains 2 subsidiaries, subsidiary 1 has 2 machines and subsidiary 2 has 3 machines. The encoding form of a solution to this scheduling task is represented as Figure 3 . Therefore, the decoding result corresponding to the chromosome in Figure 3 is shown in equation (43) .
Processing sequence: P Processing machine:
2) CROSSOVER
In this paper, linear order crossover (LOX) [37] is applied to intersect two parent chromosomes to generate more excellent offspring. The detailed steps of LOX are as follows and an example of LOX is shown in Figure 4 .
Step 1: Select two positions on chromosome randomly, and set the genes between the two positions as a substring.
Step 2: Exchange the substring of two chromosomes.
Step 4: Delete the genes outside the substring position which are inherited from the other parent chromosome.
Step 5: Insert the rest genes into an offspring chromosome from left to right skipping the inherited substring position.
Step 6: In the inherited substring, if the subsidiary gene of a component changes, update the other subsidiary genes corresponding to the component outside the inherited substring. Note that a machine mismatch conflict may occur at this step (as indicated by the red part in Figure 4) . Step 7: Update chromosome by multi-oriented optimization heuristic strategy.
3) MULTI-ORIENTED OPTIMIZATION HEURISTIC STRATEGY
To improve the local search quality of NSGA-II under different optimization orientations and solve the possible machine mismatch conflict in the crossover operation, a multi-oriented optimization heuristic strategy is proposed for the oriented update of chromosomes. The detailed flowchart of the multioriented optimization heuristic strategy is shown in Figure 5 .
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The specific steps of multi-oriented optimization heuristic strategy are as follows:
Step 1: Assuming that the type of process P l j is t, and the processing machine is M k m . Determine the available machine set m P l j for process P l j in subsidiary m. If m P l j contains only machine M k m , go to step 5, otherwise go to step 2.
Step 2: Judge the optimization orientation, if the objective function is energy-optimized (as shown in equation (12)), go to step 3; else if the objective function is profit-optimized (as shown in equation (11)), go to step 4.
Step 3: Judge whether machine M k m is an available machine for process P l j , if yes, go to step 3.1; otherwise, go to 3.2.
Step m from m P l j , and go to step 4.1; otherwise, go to step 5.
Step 5: Perform steps 1-4 for each process in the order of processing sequence. 
C. MUTATION
Inversion mutation method [38] is employed to generate distant neighbors. The specific steps of inversion method are: (1) select two positions on chromosome randomly, and (2) inverse genes between the selected positions. An example of inversion method is shown in Figure 6 .
D. NON-DOMINATED SORTING
In NSGA-II, the non-dominated level represents the dominance among individuals in the population. The detailed steps to compute non-dominated level is as follows.
Step 1: Assuming that the population is R , initialize L = 1.
Step 2: Cycle search each individual in turn from R .
If individual i(i ∈ R ) is not dominated by any other individuals, set the non-dominated level of individual i to L.
Step 3: Since the cycle search is completed, remove the individuals whose non-dominated level has been determined temporarily from R .
Step 4: If the non-dominated levels of all the individuals in R are not determined, update L = L + 1, perform 2-3 steps; otherwise termination.
E. CROWDING DISTANCE CALCULATING
The crowding distance determines the quality of the individuals in the same dominance level. The individual crowding distance in one dominance level is computed as follows.
Step 1: Assuming that population R has been determined by non-dominated sorting, initialize L = 1.
Step 2: Sort the individuals in non-dominated level L based on objective value.
Step 3: For each individual i in non-dominated level L, calculate the crowding distance Cd i by equation (44), where n denotes the number of objectives; f k (i) indicates the kth objective value of individual i. f k max and f k min represent the maximum value and minimum value of k-thobjective respectively.
Step 4: If the crowding distance of all the individuals in R are not calculated, update L = L + 1, perform 2-3 steps; otherwise termination. 
F. ELITE STRATEGY SELECTION
To ensure the survival of elite individuals and the diversity of population, elite strategy selection is employed to select individuals into the next generation. The detailed steps of tournament selection are as follows.
Step 1: Assuming that the population is R , the population size is N , Num (L) denotes the number of individuals with non-dominated level L, initialize L = 1.
Step 2: If Num (1) ≥ N , select N individuals with L = 1 in descending order of crowding distance and termination; otherwise select all the individuals with L = 1 directly into the next generation and go to Step 3.
Step 3: Select N − Num (1) individuals with L > 1 based on paired-comparison. If the two individuals are in the same non-dominated level, select the one with greater crowding distance; otherwise select the one with lower non-dominated level.
VI. CASE STUDY
This section demonstrates the performance and effectiveness of the proposed MONSGA-II&MSNE approach. First, the state of the art algorithms used in multi-objective scheduling optimization are applied to optimize the MMIP model to compare the solution quality and computational efficiency, i.e. the multi-objective grey wolf algorithm (MGWA) [39] , the multi-objective artificial bee colony algorithm (MABC) [40] , the genetic simulated annealing algorithm (GSAA) [41] and the general NSGA-II. Second, the game analysis detects and solves the benefit conflict of the optimization results of the MONSGA-II. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed approach is verified by comparing the conflict resolution with actual production results. The algorithm experiments are coded in Matlab R2014b and run on a 1.8 GHz CPU with 8G RAM in Windows 7 platform.
A. DATA SOURCE This paper investigates a group manufacturing enterprise named SINOMA as the group manufacturing case. SINOMA is a large cement equipment manufacturing enterprise with nearly twenty subsidiaries. In SINOMA, the subsidiaries cooperate to produce large complex cement equipment such as rotary kiln, vertical mill, roll squeezer, etc. This paper obtains the manufacturing process of a typical complex product in the case enterprise to conduct experiments. The duration of the typical complex product is 20 day. The price of delay penalty is 10000 /day and the average price of unit energy consumption is 4.521 /kWh. The manufacturing data of the typical complex product are shown in Table 1 . The manufacturing information of the cement equipment subsidiaries are shown in Table 2 . The detailed machine parameters of the cement equipment subsidiaries are shown in Table 3 .
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS
Since it is difficult to directly compare the Pareto solutions of different multi-objective algorithms, it is necessary to quantitatively evaluate the quality of the Pareto optimal solution through performance evaluation indicators. This paper selects three universal performance evaluation metrics to quantitatively compare the algorithms.
(1) Mean ideal distance (MID): This metric is used to calculate the mean distance of the non-dominated solution. A lower evaluation value denotes a better performance of the algorithm. The formulation of MID is shown in equation (45) [42] , where n denotes the quantity of non-dominated solutions, − → f ideal contains the ideal points of all optimization objectives.
(2) Spread of Non-dominance Solution (SNS): This metric evaluates the diversity the Pareto solution set. A higher evaluation value indicates a better diversity of the algorithm. Based on MID, the formulation of SNS is shown in equation (46) [43] . Since the parameters have a great influence on the performance of the heuristic algorithm, they need to be adjusted before the comparison experiment. In this paper the Taguchi method [44] is applied to tune the parameters to make the compared algorithms more suitable for solving the proposed MMIP model. This method calculates the response variation value (RVV) based on signal to noise ration. The calculation of RVV is shown in equation (48) with considering the convergence and diversity, where the superscripts p and e represent profit optimization and energy optimization, respectively. Table 4 lists the levels along with the parameters of the compared algorithms. The iteration of all the compared algorithms is set to 1000. To avoid the randomness of the algorithm operation, all the algorithms run independently 20 times with all the level combination. Therefore, the average response variation value (ARVV) is used to evaluate the parameter performance. A larger value of ARVV brings better algorithm parameters. After the adjustment experiment, the optimal parameter levels of the compared algorithms are shown in Table 5 .
RVV

D. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This section analyzes the performance difference between the MONSGA-II and the compared algorithms based on performance evaluation metrics. First, the Pareto optimal solutions of different algorithms are compared. Then, the effectiveness of different algorithms is analyzed in terms of MID, SNS and MS. Finally, the performance of different algorithms is demonstrated by the Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance (ANOVA).
To avoid the randomness of the algorithm, all the algorithms perform 20 times of optimization experiment. Figure 7 shows the best Pareto front of the profit optimization and energy optimization. Table 6 reports the best optimization results of different algorithms. As shown in Table 6 , for the energy optimization, MONSGA-II is superior to other algorithms in terms of three objective values and Pareto number. For the profit optimization, MONSGA-II is better than other algorithms in objective values while only slightly less than MABC in Pareto number. Therefore, MONSGA-II is more effective in both energy optimization and profit optimization than MGWA, MABC and GSAA. Moreover, due to the addition of the multi-oriented optimization heuristic strategy, the solution quality of MONSGA-II is significantly improved compared with the traditional NSGA-II.
To systematically demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm in solving the proposed MMIP model, the performance evaluation metrics is used to evaluate the compared algorithms. Table 7 shows the performance evaluation metrics results of different algorithms. In terms of VOLUME 7, 2019 better stability. For an application perspective, a better stability leads to a more beneficial user experience.
In addition, to further verify the performance of MONSGA-II, the statistical evaluation method ANOVA is employed to analyze the performance evaluation metrics of different algorithms. Accordingly, these results need to be converted to relative deviation index (RDI). The formulation of RDI is shown in equation (49), where A lg sol is the 
The means plot and least significant difference (LSD) for RDI of different algorithms is resulted in Figure 8 . capability of MONSGA-II is statistically superior to other algorithms.
E. GAME ANALYSIS
In this section, the cost-optimal solution in the profit-optimized Prato set is served as PoPP and a solution in the energy-optimized Prato set is selected as an EoPP to describe the process and results of one time of game analysis. Figure 9 shows the Gantt charts of the PoPP and EoPP.
Benefit detection of subsidiary
The multi-level benefit detection is applied to detect the profitability of all subsidiaries, the detection results is listed in Table 8 . As shown in Table 8 , both subsidiary 1 and subsidiary 3 have suffered benefit loss, namely, there occurs benefit conflict between PoPP and EoPP for the subsidiaries. Therefore, the game analysis needs to be conducted on all subsidiaries.
Mixed strategy Nash equilibrium
In this section, the MSNE is conducted to develop costoptimal reward mechanism. First, the optimal results of all the strategy combinations of the three subsidiaries are listed in Table 9 and the payoff game matrix of the three subsidiaries is constructed in Table 10 . Then, the minimum value of BC(G) is calculated by the following two steps: (1) set VOLUME 7, 2019 the mixed strategy probability distributions of the three subsidiaries to (x, 1 − x) , (y, 1 − y) , (z, 1 − z), and construct payoff functions (shown in equations (50)-(54)), as shown at the top of the next page based on equations (40) and (41); (2) set 0.5 ≤ x, y, z ≤ 1, and calculate min BC(G) and the corresponding x, y, z, B (i).
Equation (55), as shown at the top of the next page is the game results the three subsidiaries and Figure 10 shows the distributions of B(1), B(2), B(3) along with the variation of mixed strategy probability distribution. Through the above results, the group headquarters needs to spend at least 14855 = { 7962, 533, 6360} bounty to guarantee that all the subsidiaries energetically participate in EoPP. Under this reward mechanism, subsidiary 1 and subsidiary 2 choose the mixed strategy {0.5, 0.5}, and subsidiary 3 chooses the pure strategy (participate in EoPP).
Benefit detection of group
The multi-level benefit detection is applied to detect the profitability of group. The result shows that the profitability of group is 0.69% calculated by equation (34) , namely, the group benefit is not compromised after the implementation of the reward mechanism 14855 = { 7962, 533, 6360}. Therefore, this reward mechanism can be accepted by the group headquarters.
F. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the investigated manufacturing group SINOMA, after a group production plan is formulated, the subsidiaries choose whether to accept it according to their own profit target. To ensure the smooth implementation of the production plan, the group headquarters usually considers the interests of the subsidiaries to develop it. However, due to the high energy consumption and manufacturing emissions of the heavy equipment manufacturing, the SINOMA needs to improve the overall energy efficiency and reduce pollution emissions. Then, the management difficulty of GMfg mode is exposed. When a new group production plan is pushed down to subsidiaries, they will evaluate the economics of the manufacturing task. If the profit rate is not as good as the original production plan, the subsidiary will not accept the new production plan. This defect makes the energy-optimized group production plan difficult to advance, which in turn affects the group's green manufacturing goals.
Since the existing research is difficult to solve the abovementioned practical defect, this paper addresses the benefit conflict problem according to the energy optimization needs and the actual management situation of the SINOMA. Table 11 shows the comprehensive solution for production planning energy optimization. The results provide a more flexible energy optimization solution for the group headquarters through multi-objective optimization. Meanwhile, for each Pareto solution, conflict detection is carried out and a matching reward mechanism is provided. As shown in Table 11 , there is no benefit conflict in the 7th and 11th solutions, and no reward mechanism is needed. The 10th, 13th, and 14th solutions are detrimental to the group's benefit and cannot be provided to the group headquarters. The results show that in all acceptable solutions, production energy consumption is better than the PoPP (55522kWh). Therefore, these acceptable solutions can effectively improve energy efficiency of GMfg while ensuring the active participation of all the subsidiaries, which solve the energy optimization needs and management problem of the SINOMA. Furthermore, for China's heavy industry 
group manufacturing enterprises, the proposed approach can serve as a reference to improve the energy efficiency, reduce pollution emissions, and further achieve the goal of green manufacturing.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Considering the green transformation needs and management difficulty of the large complex product manufacturing group, this paper introduces a benefit conflict problem of production planning energy optimization. In response to the problem, first an MMIP model is constructed to formulate two production planning optimization strategies: the profitoptimized strategy and the energy-optimized strategy. Second, a non-cooperative game model is developed to analyze the benefit allocation and the reward mechanism decision of the subsidiaries. Then, a novel hybrid MONSGA-II &MSNE approach is presented to solve the benefit conflict problem. Based on a specific group manufacturing case, the comparison experiments demonstrate that the MONSGA-II has better performance than MGWA, MABC, GSAA and NSGA-II for production planning optimization. The game analysis shows the benefit conflict detection and cost-optimal reward mechanism calculation of an energy optimization solution. Finally, the results indicate that the acceptable solutions can effectively improve energy efficiency of GMfg while ensuring the active participation of all the subsidiaries. For the limitations of this paper, the following suggestions are proposed for the future research:
(1) Considering the possibility of multiple conflicts occurring in parallel during production planning optimization.
(2) Establishing a more complete evaluation method for manufacturing capabilities of the subsidiaries in group manufacturing.
(3) Studying the game between the group headquarters and its subsidiaries. He is currently a Lecturer with the School of Mechanical Engineering, Hubei University of Technology, Wuhan. He has published about ten journal papers. His current research interests include production planning and scheduling, manufacturing informatization, and optimization modeling. VOLUME 7, 2019 
